


































Drums Charts

CUTTER UNIT

With the purpose to meet the most challenging
soil conditions three different type of drums have
been developed.For each drum type and

Used in:
coarse and cohesive soil;
alluvial soil with small size boulders
soft rocks, medium-soft fractured rocks formation)
and decompressed rocks.

Used in:
medium-hard fractured rocks
and decompressed rocks.

Used in:
low fractured medium and
hard rock formation over 50 MPa.

Type 1
teeth drums

Type 2
teeth drums

Rock
pick drums

dimension Soilmec have designed the relevant
scrapers and mud inlet collectors and motoreducer
body in order to optimize the spoil suction process

and therefore to obtain the best drilling
performance.

1) FIXED PLATE
The most simple and economic solution that has
also the advantage to reduce of about 1 m. the
height of the mud pump.

H

Simoultaneous tilting plate
H= 3.5 m (11.5 ft)

Indipendent tilting plate
H= 3.5 m (11.5 ft)

Fixed plate c/w “flipper tooth”
H= 2.7 m (8.9 ft)

2) SIMULTANEUS TILTING PLATE
This solution, moving the cutting unit in front-back
direction, helps during the cutting of the central
ridge between the two drums and to correct the
module deviation in the Y-Y axis. It is very precious
in a not homogeneous rock layers.

3) INDEPENDENT TILTING PLATE
In this configuration the two “cutting wheels” can
tilt independently in front-back direction. This
solution has the same features of the simultaneous
tilting plate but in addition it can correct the module
rotation with respect of the vertical (Z-Z axe
deviation). It is very helpful especially in not
homogeneous soil and high depth panels.

In according to the different customer requests and soil conditions Soilmec developed three different and easily interchangeable solutions
for the connection plate of the cutting unit to the main module body.



• Hose wheels design (HWD),
positioned below the cathead and free to follow
the hydromill movements,with a tensioning and
rewinding automatic system.

HOSE WHEELS DESIGN

“ Cougar ”












